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Our invention relates to charging and discharg 
ing means for an end-loading transit mixer. It 
has to do, more particularly, with a charging and 
discharging device which is mounted at the open 
upper end of the inclined drum of a transit mixer 
of the high-dump type. 
Many arrangements of charging and discharg 

ing devices for transit mixers of the high-dump 
type have been provided in the prior art. One 
type of device comprises a loading hopper mount 
ed for movement between a charging position, 
where it is associated with the end opening, and 
a discharging position, where it is spaced from 
the opening. In this type of device, an annulus 
or door has been provided between the inner or 
lower open end of the hopper and the drum open 
ing. This annulus is connected to the lower 
end of the hopper by sealing means, which per 
mits relative rotation, so that pressure can be 
applied to the hopper to move it into charging 
position where the annulus will seat around the 
drum opening and will be pressed so ?rmly there 
against that it will rotate with the drum. The 
hopper is usually carried or guided by a central 
ly disposed shaft which extends through the 
drum opening, the annulus, and the hopper, and 
this interferes with proper feeding ,of material 
through the hopper and annulus and through the 
opening. Usually the closing force for the door 
orannulus is applied at angularly spaced points 
at its circumferential edge, requiring complicat 
ed actuating means and not always applying even 
pressure around the door and permitting it to 
seat properly. Another di?iculty with prior art 
devices of this general type, is the provision of 
an effective seal between the outer or upper end 
of the relatively rotatable annulus and the inner 
or lower end of the hopper. This is especially 
di?icult, due to the fact that the pressure re 
quired for seating the lower or inner end of the 
door or annulus around the drum opening is 
usually applied through the seal between the 
hopper and the annulus. If the seal is the usual 
compressible gasket type between two relatively 
rotatable surfaces, the abrasive ?ne material, of 
the material to be mixed and the mixed material, 
will work between such surfaces and in a very 
short period destroy the seal. 
One of the objects of our invention is to pro 

vide a charging and discharging device mount 
ed at the drum opening of a high-dump mixer, 
the device including a hopper mounted for move 
ment between charging and discharging positions 
relative to the drum opening, an annulus or door 
being provided between the inner open end of 
the hopper and the drum opening, novel means 
being associated with the hopper for easily and 
quickly moving it between charging and discharg 
ing positions‘ relative to the drum opening. 
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Another object of our invention is "to provide 

means for mounting the hopper and associated 
annulus or door for movement between charging 
and discharging positions which is of such struc 
ture that the mixer drum opening, the annulus, 
and the hopper will be completely unobstructed 
so as to facilitate movement of material there 
through. ‘ ‘ 

Another object of our invention is to provide 
a device of the type indicated wherein the means 
for moving the hopper between its charging and 
discharging positions is so designed that a mini 
mum amount of eifort will be required by the 

‘ operator of the mixer to move it between its two 
positions. ‘ 

Still another object of our invention is to pro 
vide means in association with the moving means 
for ensuring that resilient pressure Will be applied 
on the annulus through the hopper, when the 
annulus is seated around the drum opening, to 
ensure that an effective resilient seal will be pro 
vided at this point. 
Another object of our invention is to provide 

a device of the type indicated wherein the means 
for moving the hopper and the door between 
charging and discharging positions applies its‘ 
pressure at a single point substantially at the cen 
ter of the hopper to ensure that uniform pres 
sure is supplied at all points around the annular 
door which also is inherently resilient, thereby 
ensuring proper seating of the door around the 
opening. 
A further object of'our invention is to provide 

novel sealing means between the relatively ro 
tatable annulus and hopper which is so designed 
that there will be little danger of abrasive ma 
terials working between the relatively rotatable 
sealing surfaces and which is so designed that 
even though the thrust force, for seating the 
annulus or door around the drum opening, is ap 
plied through the sealing means, there will be 
no compression on the ?exible sealing member 
associated with the sealing means which will 
eliminate the necessity of frequent removal and 
replacement of such ?exible member. 

Various other objects will be apparent. 
According to our invention, the hopper is 

pivoted to an extension of the'mixer frame ad 
jacent the drum opening for swinging movement 
in a vertica1 plane. The hopper carries the an 
nulus or door on its lower open end and is swing 
able from a charging position, where the inner 
or lower edge of the annulus is seated around 
the drum opening, to a discharging position, 
where the said edge of the annulus is spaced from 
the opening. No central support or guide is 
necessary for the hopper and, consequently, the 
hopper, door and drum opening are unobstructed. 
The annulus is rotatably mounted on the hopper 
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by means of a novel sealing joint provided be 
tween the. upper or outer edge. of the annulus 
and the lower or inner edge of the hopper. For 
swinging the hopper between its two positions, an 
actuating unit is connected to an extension of the 
-mixer frame and to the rear side of the hopper 
for supplying actuating pressure to the hopper 
substantially at its center. This unit. can be 'con-. 
trolled to quickly move the hopper and. the an 
nulus carried thereby between its two. positions. 
When the annulus is moved‘ into sealing position 
around the drum opening, the actuating unit ape 
plies thrusting pressure through, the hopper and 
onto the annulus to properly seat it; Obviously, 
this pressure or thrust is also applied through the 
sealing joint between the. hopper and the annulus 
butthis joint iS.S,o, designedthat this pressure will 
not produce excessive. wear onv the sealing joint 
and will not interfere with relative. rotation of the. 
annulus and the hopper. The actuating unit has 
resilient means. associated therewith which will 
ensurethat. resilient pressure will always be.- ap 
plied on the. annulus when it is seated around the 
opening. Therefore, although an actuating unit 
is provided for positively moving. the hopper and 
annulus into charging position,‘ the unit will yield 
as the annulus is-forcedon its. seat and this, will‘ 
compensate for any build-up. of material on such 
seat. 
The preferred embodiment, of our invention'is, 

illustrated in the accompanying drawings wherein. 
similar characters of. reference designate corre 
sponding parts and wherein :. 
Figure l is ‘a side'elevational, view illustrating 

our device appliedv to a transit mixer of the high. 
dump type. 
Figure 2 is an enlarged view showing. how the 

device is supported at the end of. the mixer and 
showing it in discharging’. position. 
Figure 3 is,'a. detail, partly in elevation, and. 

partly in longitudinal section, illustrating a hy- 
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elevation and partly in section of the mechanical 
actuating unit of our device. . 
Figure 14 is a sectional view taken. substan 

tially along line l4'—|4 of Figure 15 through the 
. handwheel control mechanism for the actuating 
unit of Figure 13. 

Figure. 15,. is. a sectional view taken substan 
tially along the line l5-I5 of Figure 14. 
With reference to. the drawings, in Figures l, 

2 and 4 we have illustrated the general arrange-' 
ment of the charging and discharging device 

' which. We provide in- association with the mixer. 
The mixer includes the rotatable mixer drum 10 
which is disposed in rearwardly and upwardly 
inclined position on a frame indicated generally 
by the numeral I l. The; charging and discharg 
ingv device ofv our invention is illustrated gen 
erally by the numeral I2‘ ancl'is"v carried at. the. 
rear or upper end? ofithe. druinil [I by means of an 
upstanding extension [3 of the frame l§lf.' The. 

. mixer drum [I], as shown best in Figure ‘7,;i's pro 
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' edge to the extension l3’ of the, mixer, frame... It. 
' will be noted‘ from Figures 1, 2 and‘. {that the‘. 

40 

draulic actuating unit which. may be provided. on, H 
our device. 
Figure 4 is a plan view. of the structure shown 

in Figure 2. . 

Figure 5 is a horizontal. sectional view taken 
substantially along line 5-5Lof, Figure 2, showing. 
details of the hydraulic unit, such unit being in.v 
condition to’v move the hopper into. discharging 
position. a . - 

Figure Bis a vertical sectional view through. the 
hydraulic unit. and]v showing it in conditionhto' 
move the hopper into charging position. 
Figure '7 is an enlarged detail mainly in ver 

tical sectionand illustrating, mainly the sealing. 
joint between the annulus or door and the hopper 
and the seat around the drum opening for the. 
annulus. . 

Figure 8 is anenlarged vertical sectionalview. 
through the. sealing joint between the annulus. 
and the hopper. 
Figure 9 is a view similar to Figure '7v but show 

ing a ?at surface rather than the tapering one 
of Figure '7. . 
Figure 10 is a view similar to Figure 7 but show 

ing another. modification of the sealing joint be 
tween the annulus or. door and the hopper and 
the seat around the drum opening for the 
annulus. 
Figure 11 is, a. sideelevational view of our de 

vice with a mechanical actuating unit rather than 
a hydraulic actuating unit associated. therewith. 
Figure 12 is an enlarged. detail in plan of part 

of the actuating unit of Figure 11. . 
Figure 13 is anenlarged detail partly in sid 

vided with the opening Mat. its; rear or upper I 
end through which material mayv passijAring" 
I5 is disposed inv surrounding relationship to this. 
opening. I'll andis provided with an. inclined". cult.- . 
wardly extending ?ange [521 which supports. a 
?nished ring door seat I16 for the opening‘ [4; The 
seat It is welded‘. to the ?ange, l'5‘a‘jj 
Our device l2 includes a hopper. CT,‘ the upper 

end it. of which may be. open or may‘ bepro'vid‘ed 
with a suitable closure. The reariwall' 1'9‘ of the 
hopper is inclined. downwardly and. forwardly‘. 
sothat material‘ deposited in the upper‘ en‘clzthere 
of, will ?ow downwardly'therethrough by‘ gravity. f 
The hopper is pivoted. at. its‘ forward and. upper. 

forward wall [901, of the hopper is provided‘ with. 
forwardly extending pivotarmsi'? at‘ itsoplpositle. 
sides. These arms carry bearings 21? at‘ their for 
ward ends which are rotatably disposed on a 
transverse rod 22; This rod. is carried; in, sleeves 
23. which. are supp'ortedonthe‘. upjper.‘ endsiof up. 

' standing brackets 2.431 The. brackets 24‘ rest‘ upon 
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and are secured to the upper ends‘ of? large. tri 
angular shape supporting' member‘ 25 which‘ may 
be welded. or otherwise secured. to; the forwardly‘ 
leaning. extension, E3 of the mixer‘fra'me. 

swung about the axis of ‘of ‘the‘pivot rod‘ 22; _ 
The forward or lower end’ o'f‘th'e hopper is open 

and carries a rotatable annulus or" door ‘26'. in 
association. therewith which. is‘ disposed between‘ 

the drum It and hopper‘ 12‘. The annulus 2'6‘ mounted on the hopper,’ in. such a; manner'that 

relative rotation therebetween is‘, permitted‘ means of a special type of sealing joint indicated? 

generally by the'numeral 2T. vThis/joint is; illus 
trated' best‘, in Figures’? and’ 85. 
The lower openend of.‘ the vlioppierlis.provided. 

with a ring 28. which. may, be. welded‘ thereto‘ 
around. the opening. thereof: This ring 23 is pro‘ 
vided with anoutwardly extending‘, ?ange 29 at‘ 
its rear edge which may be‘ fjorm'e'dpasj apart 
thereof. or. welded thereto. Ah'eadlofthe' ?ange 
29‘ and in contact therewithiis a. thrustiring, 30, 
which. issecured to the; flange'_2,9,'_ preferably re‘ 
movably, for rotation. therewith; The.‘ inner edge 
of this. thrust. ring has. at forwardly‘ extending lip‘ 
3!. 

around the ring. 2.8.and_may be. secured‘ thereto, 
for examplehby'weldingu Thisringil isgp'rovidedi 
with anoutvvardly. directed?angei?. whijchhas. a. 

75 beveledouter edge=.,~34; Thepartsofithe sealing 

Thus‘; 
it will" be apparent that‘ the; hopper‘ IT can be‘, 

Just‘ ahead. of. the forward. edge} of.‘ the, lip" 
35!, an_ axially extending. ring .32“. is. disposed‘. 
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joint 21 so far described are non-rotatably car.-v 
ried by the hopper.’ It will be noted from Figure 
8 that the rear surface of the ring 30 and the in 
ner edge thereof are machined to provide a lube 
ricant-receiving space 35 to which lubricant can 
be fed by pressure ?ttings 36. It will also be 
noted that a substantial space 31 is provided be 
tween the ring 39 and ?ange 33. . , 
The annulus 26 is provided at one edge with 

an inwardly extending ?ange 38‘ which is disposed 
at a suitable angle so that it will be parallel to 
the ?ange '29 on the hopper. The ?ange 38 is so 
positioned that it extends into the space 31 and 
its inner edge 39 tightly contacts the outer side 
ofllip 3|. Secured to the forward side of the 
?ange 38 is a ?exible sealing ring 49 which is pre 
ferably made of rubber. This ring is secured in 
face contact with the ?ange 38 by means of the 
removable screw bolts 4-! which carry collars 42 
that press against sealing ring 40. The inner 
edge 43 of the flexible ring 49 will bear against 
the beveled surface 34 on ?ange 33. As indi 
oated, when the ring 40 is drawn tight against 
?ange 38, the outer edge 43 of the ?exible ring 
will bend and will resiliently contact beveled sur 
face 34. The other edge of annulus 26 is adapted 
to seat on the seat I6 provided around the drum 
opening and when moved into association there 
with will be angularly disposed relative thereto 
as indicated to ensure proper sealing contact. 
When the annulus 26 is pressed against the seat 
16, it will rotate with the drum, relative rotation 
between it and the hopper being permitted by 
the sealing joint 21. The ?ange 38 on member 
26 will merely rotate in the space 37 between 
?anges 30 and 33 and at the same time the edge 
43 of the ?exible sealing ring 40 will rub against 
the beveled surface 34 and will maintain sealing 
contact therewith. The lubricant will also pass 
between ?ange 33 and ?ange 38, as indicated in 
Figure 8, and will build up pressure therein which 
will tend to prevent ?nes from entering between 
?exible edge 43 and beveled surface 34 and reach 
ing the relatively rotatable metal sealing sur 
faces on members 30 and ‘58. 
For moving the hopper ll about the pivot axis 

22-, we provide the unit illustrated generally by 
the numeral 45 in Figures 1, 2 and 4. This unit is 
supported by means of a yoke 46 which ex 
tends around the rear side of the hopper and is 
spaced rearwardly therefrom. The arms 4'! of 
this yoke may extend forwardly along each side 
of the drum ID to the forward end of the drum 
where they may be suitably anchored to the 
frame II. The arms 41 are rigidly bolted at 48 
to the frame extension l3 and at 49 to the tri 
angular members 25. 
The unit 45 is shown in detail in Figures 5 and 

6 and comprises a supporting sleeve 59 which 
has trunnion bolts 5| carried at its forward and 
lower end which are rotatably disposed in open 
ings formed in the forward and upper ends of 
arms 52. These arms 52 have their rear ends 
welded as at 53 to the transversely extending part 
of the yoke 46 and extend upwardly and for 
wardly therefrom. Thus, the sleeve 50 is free 
to pivot about an axis passing through the trun-. 
nions 5|. ‘ 

Supported by the sleeve 50 for limited axial 
movement relative thereto is a hydraulic cylinder 
and piston unit 55. This unit comprises the 
cylinder 56 which is slidably mounted in an open 
ing provided in a bearingplate 51 which is se 
cured to the forward end of sleeve 5|]. Disposed 
within the cylinder 56 is a piston 58. This piston 
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58 is mounted on a piston rod which includes the 
forwardly extending section 59 and the rearward 
ly extending section 60 which are coupled to 
gether at 6|. The section 59 is mounted for 
axial sliding movement in a bearing 62 disposed 
at the. forward end of cylinder 56 while the sec 
tion 56 is similarly mounted in'a bearing 63 pro 
vided at the rear end of cylinder 56. This bear 

~ ing 63 is provided with a tubular extension 64 
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which extends. rearwardly through an opening 
provided in a bearing plate 65 secured to the rear 
end of cylinder 56 and in which it can move ax 
ially. Surrounding the extension 64 and disposed 
between the plate 65, on the rear end of cylinder 
56, and an inwardly. turned ?ange 66, on the 
rear end of sleeve 50, is a compression spring 61. 
It will be noted that the .bearing extension 64 ex 
tends through the opening 66u within ?ange 66 
and is axially movable therein and that it carries 
on its outer end lock nuts 68 which are threaded 
thereon. Nuts 68 serve as a stop for cooperat 
ing with the ?anged end. 66 of sleeve 59 to limit‘. 
forward movement of cylinder 56. The forward 
end of the section 59 of the piston rod is coupled 
at 69 to the rear end of a connecting pin 19 which 
carries a clevis .‘H at its forward end that, in 
turn, is pivoted at 12 to a lug '13 on the back 
wall IQ of the hopper: A ?exible sleeve 14 pref 
erably encloses the coupling 69.; - 

It will be noted that each bearing 62 and 63 is 
provided with a chamber 15 surrounding, the as 
sociated section of the piston rod for receiving the 
hydraulic ?uid. Associated with each of these 
chambers and leading thereto is a line 16. Ex 
haust of ?uid from one end of the cylinder and 
supply of ?uid to the other end is controlled by 
means of the usual reversible valve 11 which is 
connected‘ to the lines 16 and to a suitable source 
of hydraulic ?uid under pressure. The valve 11, 
of course, is preferably located at the rear side 
of the mixer. . 

With the valve 11 in one position, the piston 58 
will beat therear end of the cylinder 56, as 
shown in'Figure 5. This pulls the piston rod 
rearwardly and swings the hopper rearwardly and 
upwardly about the pivot axis 22. In this posi 
tion, as shown in Figure 7, the annulus 26 will be 
spaced'from its seat l6 and discharge of material 
through the opening [4 and down through the 
indicated space will be permitted. At this time 
the various parts of the sealing joint 21 between 
the hopper and annulus will be in proper associ 
ation but will be under no thrust. The spring 6“! 
will be exerting no force on the end of the cylin~ 
der 56. 
When it is desired to move the hopper and an 

nulus into charging position, the valve ll'i is oper 
ated to reverse the ?ow of hydraulic ?uid, as in 
dicated in Figure -6. This will move the piston 58. 

forwardly and downwardly and the cylinder until the annulus 26 engages seat [6. The con-s 

tinued hydraulic pressure causes the cylinder 58' 
to moverearwardly and press against the spring 
61. The spring-will be suf?ciently strong to resist 
compression to any considerable extent and the 
piston 58 will serve to press the annulus?rmly 
butresiliently on its seat l6. Thus, vthe initial 
movement of the piston 58 will seat the annulus 
and then spring’ pressure is applied by the cylin 
der 56 being forced against the spring 61. This 
action continues until full forward travel of the - 
piston in the cylinder is accomplished. 

It will‘be thusapparent that before the piston 
reaches the extentof its forward travel, a re-. 
silient pressure or thrust is applied to seat the 
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door or annulus ‘26 and this makes it unnecessary 
to ‘accurately determine thefoirward" travel of ‘the? 
piston. Also, itv ensures‘ proper-‘seating of. the ‘an-1 
nulus or door even though material builds-sup, on 
the ‘seat I6? Although the thrustpressure for 
seating the annulus or- door at the drumv openi-i 
ing is. applied through the sealing-joint 21, this, 
willhave, no deleterious-effect on the seal dueto 
the fact that the thrust-is: applied'by ring 30. on: 
?ange 38 and has no effect on the ?e'xiblering» 
4101. Furthermore; relative rotation is permitted 
and the seal willr be maintainedbyvthe flexible’ 
edge 43 of ring ?ll-wiping the bevel surface 34. !It1 
will benoted. that the force forfmoving'the hop-v 
per between its various positions: islappliediat the 
center of, the hopper which makes it possible to 
provide a simplified actuating structure and also; 
ensures‘ that uniform- seating pressure will‘ be ap‘» 
plied all around the door 16; 
The annulus or door member 26> need not be of; 

the particular form shownrin- Figure 7 butm'ay be 
of other forms, for example, a flat form, as. i'ndt-Y 
cated in Figure 9, where theannulusis: desige 
nated 26b; ' ' 

Figure 10 shows: still afurther- form: of tapered? 

10 
' a clevis- 12a. The rear and upper end‘ of this bar ' 

20 

25 
annulus or door member iz?cwhich- contacts‘ ' 
with a ?at ring seat I60; ' This seat Ilia is bolted, 
to, the ?ange l5b-rather'than1weldedias-shownl 
in. Figures '7, 8' and 9. The ‘form: shown Fig; 
ure 7 and the formsshown inFiguresQ and 1.0‘arel 

' for illustrative purposes" only and the door or 
annulus may'assume other'formsl- . 
The actuating unit 45; previously described" is 

fluid-operated, preferably" hydraulically? oper 
ated. However, as shownliniFig-ures- l1 to~1-5,'i'n‘-' 
elusive, a mechanicalactuating unitmaybe pro» 
vided. ' 

In this structure-the hopper: l-Ja islcarriedf on 
the mixer substantially as-befo're. - The pivot 
arms 20a on the. hopper are-I pivoted" to . the 
brackets ‘24a. at the horizontal? pivot. 2200; In this 
instance, the brackets 24a are adjustably‘ carried 
by the upstanding supporting members, 25a. rIIhe 
brackets 24a. are ‘normally’ clampedito the. mem— 
bers 25a by clamping bolts 241)» which: pass 
through. openings and slots in the cooperating 
members 24a and 25a; Adjustable-screws 2511' 
are connected-to. the brackets ’24‘a, and-nmembers 
25a. and mayv be used: for adjusting 'the- brackets 
forwardly or rearwardly on=,members1'25a...when 
the=bolts24b are released. This provides-means 
for adjusting the, pivot» axis 22d ofethe hopper 
forwardly or rearwardly. If‘necessary; the bolts 
241). can be released andfshims positioned-‘between 
members‘ 24a andli2'5‘a vto: vary therheight' of- the‘ 
pivot 22a. Thus, the location of the pivot 220; 
can be adjusted accurately: relative’ to thefmi'xer 
drum I On to , accurately position door Raf-relative 
to the drum opening’ and thenthebolts?b can‘ 
be tightened. 
The support for theunit 4‘5a' comprises awyoke. 

d?axwhich extends irearwardlytaroundithenhopper 
and has its forward: endsvanchoreditofthe plates 
25a by means of brackets "a. For bracing-the 
rearend of the member 46a,the~“rearwardly'and‘ 
upwardly extending.‘ braces 48a, vare ‘provided. 
which. have their’lower' ends‘ b‘oltedi 'atf48br to 
members 725a at' the lower “ends thereof-and: their 
upper ends boltedzto braoketsc?dpwhichiextendi 
rearwardly and upwardly ‘from? the curved part 
of, supporting. member. > 46a,‘ to‘ 'whichwthey" are 
welded. Thus, the rearwardlyextending:member 
46a will be‘rigidlybraced: I 

The. unit 45a is a toggle 'uniti andiis- supported 
by themember 46a; Itdincludeslatoggle'shaft 
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Ella which extends transversely and which is sup 
portedfat' its! ends for rotation in the'brackets 48d" 
an‘diwhich' is supported intermediate itsi ends'byi 
the: forwardly and‘ upwardly extending arms 5211 
which have their rear ends welded to member’ 46a“ 
substantially midway between the ends thereof; 
An actuating rod 59a is'provided and this rod is‘ 
pivotally connectedv for vertical swinging, move-i 
ment to the rear side of the hopper Ila, substan-' 
tially at: the center of the hopper, by means of 

59a is enlarged and is provided witha longitudi-i 
nally extending guide slotf59b through which the" 
toggle shaft, 5m passes. The-forward: portion of 
the bar 59a: is reduced and slidably mounted on? 
this reduced portion of the bar is a- collar50a; In 
front ofthis collar 50a is a compression spring 
67a which surrounds the reduced part of the bar 
59a and: which engages a ?xed collar 65a mounted 
at the forward end‘ of the bar. The rear end or 
the spring 67a ?ts into a cup 5% formed within? 
member 5021 at the forward side thereof. This 
spring normally tends to keep member‘ SDaIrear 
wardly' in engagement with the shoulder 50b’ 
formed at the beginning of the enlarged rear 
portion of the bar 59a. 7 
Connected to the collar 50a» at diametrically‘ 

opposed- pivots 80 are the toggle" links 81 which: 
are of substantially L-shape, as shown in‘v Ffigée 
ure‘ 13. These- li'nks are rigidly connected to‘ 
gether by a transverse: bolt 82 located behind; 
collar 56a‘. The rear’ends of these links‘ are piv 
oted at‘ 83*to‘ the forward- ends of toggle levers 
84- which are keyed on the transverse toggle 
shaft 5m at opposite'sides of members 52d; ' 
The shaft 5m may be- rocked- in order to- rock 

the toggle levers '84‘ about'the axis of such shaft 
by means of a rocker arm 85-keyed on one end‘ 
thereofm This arm‘ is rocked by means of a- bar 
16a which has its upper end pivoted thereto at‘ 
861 and which has its: lower end connected to ‘a 
handwheel-control ‘Ha. ' 

The unit- 'I‘la' includes the hand'wheel 81 which‘ 
is‘keyed‘ to the outer end of shaft 88- that is‘row 
tatably mounted‘ in a transverse bearing ‘89 
mounted in a vertically supporting plate 90 at the‘ 
rear oflthemixer framebelow one of ‘the'mem 
bers 25a. The plate SID-carries a bracket 9‘! whichv 
extends laterally outwardly‘ therefrom’ and on 
which‘ is supported a plunger 'latch- 92- that ‘co-‘r 
operates with notches 93''’ in‘ the hub 94* of the 
handwheel' 81-. The plunger latch 92 can be~with' 
drawn‘ topermit rotation of the handwheel and‘, 
,when- released; will automatically lock'the hand 
wh'eel'in ?xed position; 7 * 

The inner end ofthe-shaft 8'8Icarries a pinion 
95" which is keyed therein andlwhi'ch meshes with 
an internal gear 96 that is keyed-on a- transverse‘ 
stub shaft 9-‘! which is parallel“ to shaft 88- and 
is rotatably mounted in abearing 91a‘ carried-by 
theplate 90.» The; outer end of the shaft 911 has} 
a stop arm‘ 98 keyedith'ereon while the inner end 
has‘a‘ crank-arm‘ 9’9 keyed thereon ‘which is piv-~ 
oted'at I90 to/thegl‘ower end-of the bar 76a; 

>It will; be‘ apparent that when latch 92 is re 
leased; the handwheel" 81 can‘ be rotatedandithis‘ 
Will?‘ rotate the-‘stub shaft 91. This will swing 
the arm 991 and exert’ a pushor pull on the-bar 
16a. Rotation of the gear 96 in a counterclock 
wise'direction is limited by the arm 98 contact 
ing with the bearing‘ 89} as shown in Figure 14' 
by'dotted-li'nes. Rotation in ‘the opposite'vdirec 
tionzislilnitedby‘movement of the barp'lGa rocks 
the rocker arm 85l'which', in turn, rocks thetoggle 
shaft, 51a. The'bar 716a; and ‘the rocker arm ‘85’ 



.ward pull on bar 16a. 
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will be off center, even when the door 26a is . 
‘ seated, as shown in Figure 11, to facilitate rock 
‘ ing of arm 85 when a thrust is exerted on bar 16a 
by counterclockwise rotation of gear 96. 

counterclockwise rotation of handwheel 81 will 
result in counterclockwise rotation of gear 96 

‘ and this will exert a rear and upward thrust on 
the bar 16a which will open the door and swing 
the hopper rearwardly. This results from rear 
ward and upward swinging of rocker arm 85 
which rocks the toggle shaft 5la upwardly and 
rearwardly. This swings the toggle levers 84 up 
wardly and rearwardly about the axis of shaft 
5Ia from their below center full line position 
shown in Figure 13 which lifts the toggle pivots 
83 and releases the forward thrust on the collar 
50a and further exerts a rearward pull thereon. 
This will pull the bar 59a. rearwardly, causing it 
‘to slide rearwardly on the shaft 51a. In other 
words, the bar 5911 and the collar 50a carried 
thereby, along with the associated parts, is moved 
bodily rearwardly to swing the hopper rearwardly 
about the pivot axis 22a. ‘ ‘ ‘ 

After discharge of the mixer drum contents, 
the door 260. is seated by rotating handwheel 81 
in the opposite direction. This rotates gear 96 
clockwise, causing it to exert a forward and down 

This rocks the arm 85 
downwardly and forwardly and rocks the toggle 
levers 84 in a similar direction. This exerts a 
forward thrust on the links 8|, moving the rod 
59a and associated parts forwardly bodily and 
thereby swinging the hopper Ila. into charging 
‘position. As soon as the door 26a seats on the 
‘seat around the mixer drum opening, the spring 
‘61a will give to some extent, permitting slight 
‘forward movement of collar 50a on bar 5911. 
This will not only ensure proper seating of the 
door on its seat with a resilient pressure but also 
will permit the pivot points 83 of the toggle mech 
anism to move downwardly beyond center so as 
to lock the door in closed position with resilient 
pressure. Thus, the door is seated by bodily 
movement of bar 59a, and associated parts, and 
then resilient pressure is applied on the door by 
movement of member 5011 relative to bar 59a and 
against the pressure of spring 6111. Furthermore, 
the toggle is permitted to look by reason of the 
fact that spring 61a permits the pivots 83 to 
move downwardly beyond center. , 

It will be apparent that in this structure, the 
sealing joint 21a between door 26a and‘ hopper 
I ‘la is the same as in the previously described 
structure. This will permit rotation of the mem 
ber 26a with themixer drum and relative to 
the hopper as the door is seated. The force to 
move the hopper between its charging and dis 
charging positions is applied substantially at the 
center of the hopper which simpli?es the struc 
ture. Furthermore, this ensures uniform pres 
sure being applied around the door 260. when it 
is being forced into contact with its seat around 
the drum opening. 

. It will be apparent that the hopper is mounted 
for movement'between charging and discharging 
positions without providing any obstruction to 
free flow of material through the hopper, the 
annulus or the mixer opening. Furthermore, it 
will be apparent that by a simple control, the 
hopper may be ‘moved between its two positions. 
Various other advantages will be apparent. 
Having thus described our invention, what we 

claim is: ' 

1. In combination with a mixer having a rotat 
able mixing drum with an end opening through 
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10 
which the material is charged and discharged, a 
charging device movable between charging and 
discharging positions, means for moving'said de 
vice between such positions and including a ?uid 
cylinder and piston unit connected to said de 
vice and to a support carried by the‘mixer, means 
connected to said unit for controlling said unit to 
‘cause it to thrust said chargingdevice into charg 
ing position, and resilient means engaging said 
unit and permitting limited yielding movement 
thereof in a direction opposite to the direction of 
said thrust when the charging device is moved 
into charging position so as to hold said charging 
device resiliently in charging position. 

2. .In combination with a mixer having a rotat 
able mixing drum with an opening through which 
the material is charged and discharged, 2. charg 
ing device, including a hopper adapted to be 
moved into association with said opening oraway 
from said opening, means for supporting said 
hopper on a support carried by said mixer‘for 
movement between the indicated positions, means 
for moving said hopper between such positions 
and including a fluid cylinder and piston ‘unit 
which is connected to said hopper, means for 
supporting the cylinder and piston unit from 
said support, said means comprising a member 
carrying said cylinder for axial movement, and 
resilient means for resisting axial movement of 
said cylinder away from said hopper as said cylin 
der and piston unit thrusts said hopper into 
charging position in association with said open 
ing. 

3. A structure according to‘claim 2 wherein an 
annular door is provided between said hopper and 
said drum opening, and means for rotatably 
mounting said door on said hopperu 

1i. In combination with a mixer having a rotat 
able mixing drum with an opening through which 
the material is charged and discharged, a charg 
ing device including a hopper, means for mount 
ing said hopper for vertical swinging movement 
towards and from said opening, said means in 
cluding a pivot structure for connecting the hop 
per to a support on the mixer for vertical swing 
ing movement, an annular door rotatably carried 
at the inner side of said hopper for cooperation 
with said opening, and means for swinging said 
hopper with the door carried thereby about said 
pivot structure to move the door into position 
over said opening or in spaced‘ relationship to 
said opening, said means comprising a fluid-actu 
ated cylinder and piston unit connected to the 
rear side of said hopper and to a ?xed support 
provided on said mixer, the cylinder of said unit 
being mounted for axial movement in a sleeve 
carried by said support, and a compression spring 
carried in said sleeve and resisting movementof 
said cylinder away from said hopper. 

5. A structure according to claim 4 wherein 
said sleeve is pivoted to said support for vertical 
movement and said cylinder and piston unit is 
pivotally connected to said hopper for vertical 
movement. 

6. A structure according to claim 5 wherein a 
' sealing joint is provided between said annular 
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door and said hopper‘, said joint comprising rela 
tively rotatable thrust members carried by said 
hopper and said door, and a flexible ‘sealing mem 
ber independent of. said thrust members carried 
by the door and engaging a sealing surface 
carried by the hopper. , , _ 

7. A structure according to claim 5 wherein 
a sealing joint is provided between the door mem 
ber and the hopper member, ‘said joint‘compris 




